
EFFECTIVE SHIP ROUTING  
USE CASE

BUSINESS PROBLEM

As Maritime traffic increases and the pressure on vessels to provide 

a “just in time” delivery grows, it is vital that effec-tive, yet safe and 

secure ship routing is in place. Ships are routed for different reasons, 

and by different parties. Manda-tory routing systems exist in areas 

of environmental concern or high traffic densities. Routing is also 

effected by statutory limitations regarding tonnage loaded, latitude 

limitations, as well as construction and ice class. 

Furthermore, to meet mandatory or voluntary reporting requirements, 

ships are also required to submit their routes to coastal states. As 

ship-ping and trade developed and grew in the early part of the 

twentieth century, so did the required regulations in areas such as 

maritime traffic regulations and load line require-ments. The problem 

lies in that many vessels might not comply with these rules, risking 

the safety of the ves-sel and its crew. Due to incompetence or to gain 

commercial advantage, vessels may take short cuts, enter prohibited 

areas, ignore routing recommendations or flout traffic separation and 

load line rules.
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HOW SATELLITE  

AIS CAN HELP?

• Satellite AIS provides a 

global vessel monitoring 

capability that extends 

well beyond coastal 

AIS and radar systems 

extending the monitoring 

of ship routing measures 

offshore and to remote 

coastlines of the world

• Satellite AIS enables 

static routing measures 

to be replaced with 

dynamic, operator-

controlled measures that 

relate to vessel class, 

draft, cargo, weather, 

seasons and density of 

traffic

Depiction of the world’s shipping lanes  

and the highest densities of shipping traffic
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APPLICATION FEATURE: 
WHY exactAIS®?

• Flag states, owners, operators and charter parties can monitor 

their ship’s voyage and adjust the route of the vessel to ensure 

it complies to national or company policy. exactAIS data can 

also be used to plan the safest routes using draft and cargo 

information provided by the vessel’s AIS

• exactAIS provides a complete set of vessel dynamic 

information including vessel class, draft, cargo, weather, 

proximity to danger, and density of traffic. This dynamic 

routing helps to reduce risk and in-creases voyage efficiency 

while also determining when a vessel may be travelling outside 

designated shipping lanes

• exactAIS can assist in the monitoring and management of 

remote area routing measures to mitigate adverse effects of 

vessels straying into unsuitable waters, too close to land or 

poorly charted areas reducing the risk of incident

exactAIS data can be used to effectively plan and monitor 

vessel’s shipping routes ensuring best practices are followed and 

the risk of incident is reduced.

The figure to the right shows 
a density plot which can 
be used as a heat map of 
real ship tracks, and can be 
used to assist authorities in 
determining more efficient 
and safer routes using 
static, seasonal or dynamic 
measures and enable 
hydrographic agencies to 
prioritize surveys.
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